The eSKID Dual Charger is designed to get you charging fast. Built for portable charging applications, this drop-in-place solution accelerates access to electric charging.

With the ability to charge two trucks at the same time, it provides a wide range of flexible charging options. Discover how this portable charging solution allows you to start charging in days, not weeks.

\textbf{ELECTRIFY YOUR FLEET}
eSKID CAPACITY

NUMBER OF CHARGERS 2
NUMBER OF TRUCKS CHARGED PER DAY 2-4

CHARGER

MANUFACTURER ChargePoint
POWER up to 125 kW
CONNECTOR TYPE CCS Type 1
CABLE LENGTH 14'7"

FEATURES

PLUG N’ PLAY
2 CABLES (CCS, CHadeMo)

SHORE POWER OPTION

INPUT 480VAC 3ph ±10%
OUTPUT 200-1,000V DC | up to 125 kW

GENSET OPTION

GENSET 200 kW

QUICK INSTALLATION
The eSKID is preconfigured, reducing the time it takes to install EV charging infrastructure.

FLEXIBLE
Provides the ability to charge two trucks at once with 62.5 kW output or divert full power (125 kW) to one charger to fast-track single truck charging.

PORTABLE
Without the need of permanent concrete pads, the eSKID can move wherever you go and relocated as your business grows, moves, and evolves.

TAKE CHARGE
Contact your local authorized Nikola dealer to order your eSKID today.